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Abstract—While Deep Neural Network (DNN) models have
transformed machine vision capabilities, their extremely high
computational complexity and model sizes present a formidable
deployment roadblock for AIoT applications. We show that
the complexity-vs-accuracy-vs-communication tradeoffs for such
DNN models can be significantly addressed via a novel,
lightweight form of “collaborative machine intelligence” that
requires only runtime changes to the inference process. In
our proposed approach, called ComAI, the DNN pipelines of
different vision sensors share intermediate processing state with
one another, effectively providing hints about objects located
within their mutually-overlapping Field-of-Views (FoVs). CoMAI
uses two novel techniques: (a) a secondary shallow ML model
that uses features from early layers of a peer DNN to predict
object confidence values in the image, and (b) a pipelined sharing
of such confidence values, by collaborators, that is then used to
bias a reference DNN’s outputs. We demonstrate that CoMAI
(a) can boost accuracy (recall) of DNN inference by 20-50%,
(b) works across heterogeneous DNN models and deployments,
and (c) incurs negligible processing, bandwidth and processing
overheads compared to non-collaborative baselines.

I. INTRODUCTION

To support in-situ, pervasive execution of machine intelli-
gence tasks (e.g, vision tasks such as object detection), there is
a pressing need to further improve the accuracy-vs.-complexity
tradeoff associated with DNN-based inferencing on resource-
constrained mobile, wearable and IoT devices. A variety of
strategies, such as model distillation [14, 33, 38], run-time
execution optimization [19, 9], workload partitioning [43] or
edge offloading [24, 35], have been proposed to reduce the
execution overhead of DNN-based inference without compro-
mising accuracy. Through this work, we tackle the challenge:
is it possible to improve the inference accuracy of off-the-
shelf vision DNN models, in a model-agnostic fashion, with-
out requiring custom, deployment-specific model retraining
or increasing their computational overhead? Achieving such
improvements would allow existing models, already deployed
on pervasive devices, to continue to be executed locally
but with significantly improved accuracy. In this work, we
explore the paradigm of Collaborative Machine Iintelligence
(CoMAI). Our key idea is to opportunistically improve the
inference accuracy of an already-deployed DNN model on
a single pervasive device, by appropriately transferring and
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incorporating correlated DNN state, at real-time, between
multiple such co-sensing devices.

Our approach is motivated by the observation that, for
many in-the-field vision sensing applications (elaborated in
Section II): (i) edge/cloud offloading isn’t practical, and (ii)
the sensor deployment exhibits partial spatial redundancy–
i.e., as exemplified in Figures 2a and 2b, large regions of
the monitored space are simultaneously observed by multiple
networked vision sensors/cameras from different perspectives.
In such scenarios, CoMAI works by having an individual sens-
ing node (a resource-constrained embedded device) execute its
own DNN, but with its inferencing pipeline suitably modified
or retrofitted (at runtime) to incorporate appropriate summaries
of hidden-layer state of DNNs being executed by one or more
mutually overlaping, collaborating peer nodes.

To be very precise, limited past work (e.g., [1]) has ar-
ticulated the vision of collaborative machine intelligence at
the edge, and also explored rudimentary strategies such as
fusing the bounding box confidence values of DNN output
layers [37, 4]. CoMAI is however is the first work to (a)
identify the most effectual, bandwidth-parsimonious scene
summaries that collaborating nodes can share, and (b) then
modify the runtime execution of standard DNN inferencing
models to take advantage of such shared summaries across
collaborating sensor nodes. We shall show that the proposed
CoMAI approach outperforms other plausible collaborative
and non-collaborative baselines, achieving both significantly
higher accuracy and imposing dramatically lower network
bandwidth‖energy‖latency overheads.

We make the following Key Contributions:
1) Establish the Basis for Beneficial Collaboration: Using

the VGG16-SSD, a low-complexity object detector, as an
exemplar, we dissect the DNN pipeline to quantitatively
show how detection errors, arising from phenomena such
as occlusion, can be characterized in terms of (1) activation
values of feature maps at the initial convolutional layers,
and (2) confidence values at the output layers. Moreover,
these errors are likely to be uncorrelated, and in fact com-
pensatory, across cameras with overlapping but differing
views, thereby laying the basis for how collaboration is
likely to improve detection accuracy.

2) Develop Lightweight Collaborative Inferencing: We
develop a computationally lightweight, bandwidth-
parsimonious technique for extracting and sharing
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In red - our methods, blue - collaborative baselines,
black- non-collaborative baselines.

Fig. 1: Comparison of accuracy vs. latency of Co-
MAI against other baselines on the PETS dataset.

(a) Drone-based Monitoring (b) Perimeter Surveillance
Fig. 2: CoMAI -based Scenarios

intermediate-layer DNN summaries across such partially
overlapping nodes. The technique first identifies selected,
highly-discriminative and deployment-agnostic feature
maps from early convolutional layers of an object detector
DNN, and then uses shallow classifiers to provide fast,
model-agnostic and accurate (99% AUC on benchmark
datasets) predictions of object confidence values at deeper,
yet to-be executed stages of other peer DNNs. We further
show that the scene summarization technique works
across different deployments and is model-agnostic: we
show that summaries extracted across five distinct models
(VGG16-SSD, MobileNet-SSD, Yolo V2/3/4) can in fact
be fused at the later stages of a peer DNN.

3) Demonstrate ComAI’s Performance Benefits: We imple-
ment and deploy CoMAI on a multi-camera network and
demonstrate its significant performance gains. Using trace-
based emulation of two benchmark datasets (PETS [10]
& WILDTRACK [8]), we show that collaborative con-
fidence boosting can help increase recall by 20-50% in
overlapping areas (corresponding to 10-15% improvement
in F−score, see preview in Fig. 1 for PETS) outperforming
all other baselines with minimal communication overhead
(≤1 KB/frame/pair). CoMAI is very lightweight: it intro-
duces ≤10-14% additional inference latency and incurs
negligible memory overhead (≤ 0.017%) over the baseline
non-collaborative DNN.

Overall, we believe ComAI’s importance lies in establishing
the efficacy of the paradigm of bandwidth parsimonious shar-
ing of intermediate DNN state as a means of runtime, model-
agnostic collaboration across DNN pipelines to substantially
improve their accuracy.

II. ILLUSTRATIVE SCENARIOS

ComAI’s functional paradigm is motivated by use cases that
involve multiple resource-constrained vision sensing nodes
that (a) need to collectively monitor a designated region and
(b) cannot effectively offload computation to a more powerful
edge/cloud computing infrastructure. Figure 2 illustrates two
such exemplars:
• Drone-based Monitoring: Consider a set of overhead drones

being used by law enforcement to monitor crowd behavior
at events, such as protests and concerts, over an urban area.

The drones may remain largely stationary, with partially
overlapping FoVs. Each drone may execute DNNs locally
to perform tasks such as people counting, fall detection,
and people profiling (e.g., for accessibility needs). Moreover,
the drones may collaborate among themselves using a P2P
wireless substrate (such as WiFi-Direct, which can support
10-20Mbps bandwidth over ≈100 meters), as transmitting
image streams back to a terrestrial edge node for processing
may impose prohibitive energy and bandwidth overheads.

• Base Perimeter Surveillance: Consider a set of vision
sensors deployed (in close proximity) to provide intrusion
detection alerts around the perimeter of a secure area (e.g.,
a military base). The sensors may have highly overlapped
and/or steerable spatial coverage, and may only have a
relatively low-bandwidth, long-distance wireless (several
kms) to the base command post, used to transmit only
processed events of interest (rather than raw image streams).
In this scenario, the sensor nodes may be clustered in a hub-
and-spoke fashion, with a cluster head executing the DNN
inference pipeline and the other nodes acting as surrogates
to help improve the inference accuracy.

While both scenarios conform to ComAI’s vision of collab-
orative, local inference, they have one conceptual difference:
for drone monitoring, each node executes its own independent
DNN (as parts of the monitored area may be under the
exclusive jurisdiction of an individual drone), whereas for the
latter, the surrogate nodes run inferences merely to augment
the accuracy of the DNN executing on the cluster head.

III. COLLABORATION RATIONALE

In this section, we analyze the computational logic em-
ployed by popular state-of-the-art DNN object detection
pipelines to obtain both a deeper, empirically-driven un-
derstanding of their errors and insights where collaborative
inferencing might help.
Real-time DNN Object Detectors: A Primer Modern object
detector DNNs, such as YOLO [5] and SSD [27] adopt a
one shot approach, where the model combines region proposal
and object localization steps into a single deep convolutional
network (DNN), thereby achieving lower inference latency
than prior selective search based approaches [34]. Central to
such single-shot detectors is the concept of “anchor boxes” –
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Fig. 3: Representative visual-
izations of hand-picked fmaps.

Fig. 4: Example fmap output
for (a) correct & (b) incorrect
(occluded) detection

Fig. 5: Example: Same person
captured/missed across views.

Fig. 6: ‘Person’ class confi-
dence values: Small vs. Large
anchor boxes.

a discrete set of pre-configured boxes, of varying sizes and
aspect ratio, tiled across an image view, that represent likely
positions/sizes of different objects. The runtime inference
consists of detecting the presence of an object at each anchor
box, computing the class probabilities and positional adjust-
ments/offsets of these boxes – achieved by passing an image,
through several convolutional layers (feature extractors), fol-
lowed by the SoftMax layer (where the highest probability
class is selected, per anchor box), and then applying the Non-
Maximum Suppression (NMS) step which removes duplicate
boxes. In this work, we take the VGG16-SSD detector as the
exemplar DNN on which we implement CoMAI – to show
performance benefits from collaboration.
Benchmark Data: We use video feeds from multiple syn-
chronized cameras present in the PETS2009 [11] (4 annotated
views with 795 frames each [40]) and WILDTRACK [8] (7
views with 400 frames each) datasets.

A. Dissecting The DNN Pipeline

We now investigate the causes of errors at different stages
(both early and late) of the object detector pipeline through
empirical analyses of the DNN’s intermediate states.

Early Feature Extractor Layers: Vision DNN models
typically consist of a cascade of 2-D convolutional filters in the
early stages, with the optimal weights of such filters learned
during training. It is well recognized that these hidden layers
often contain interpretable, useful information [26, 6]. As an
example, Figure 3 visualizes the activation values of the final
convolution layer (for 5 handpicked filters) of the V GG16
feature extractor for 2 sample PETS camera frames–we can see
that the high activation values (marked in yellow) of the sec-
ond filter (red rectangle) correspond well with where human
objects are present. Via empirical analysis, we observe that if
an image’s distribution of the feature map (fmap) activation
values–i.e., outputs of the DNN’s convolutional filters–differ
significantly from the distributions seen during training, the
DNN is likely to filter out the person class in the subsequent
stages. Moreover, this distributional discrepancy often arises
when there’s a partial or occluded view of the person or when
the person is in a position that is not distinguishable from
other object classes (as is the case in Fig. 4, (b)).

Late Classification/Predictor Layers: Even if a person ob-
ject’s presence (via suitably high activation values) is retained
by the convolutional layers, the SoftMax layer can filter out

the person object if the eventual class confidence is low. As
seen in Figure 5 where the same person appears unoccluded
across two different views, the DNN detects the person in the
right image (using a larger anchor box), but fails in the left
where the person is further away (corresponding to a smaller
anchor box). Figure 6 plots the CDF of estimated confidence
values for the “person” class, for two categories of anchor
boxes (“small”, corresponding to outputs from SSD’s first
predictor layer, and “large”, corresponding to outputs from
the sixth predictor layer), separately when humans are present
and absent. Besides confirming (as expected) that confidence
scores are lower when human objects are actually absent, the
plot also reveals larger anchor boxes have a significantly higher
confidence value than corresponding smaller anchor boxes,
confirming that object detector DNNs have a harder time in
identifying smaller, more-distant objects.

B. Insights: Opportunities for Collaboration

These observations suggest that inputs from collaborating
camera nodes may offer two distinct benefits:
• Confidence Manipulation (Late): Due to differences in

perspective, an object that is smaller or occluded (resulting
in a lower-confidence anchor box) in one camera view may
appear to be larger or un-occluded in another view.

• Convolutional Features (Early): Suitable, discriminatory
feature maps exist even in the early layers of a DNN that
may be leveraged to assimilate hints about scene.
Accordingly, the disparity in perspectives from different

overlapping cameras (after suitable spatial remapping) should
help improve the DNN’s ability to detect smaller objects and
in improving its resiliency to such occlusion effects. In the
next two sections, we describe how CoMAI systematically
builds on these insights to develop an inference mechanism
that improves accuracy by sharing suitable confidence values
and feature maps across collaborator cameras.

IV. CoMAI OVERVIEW

We now introduce the high-level CoMAI architecture and
justify some of the underlying design choices. We first observe
that the general idea of collaboration can be embodied via a
range of alternatives, ranging from the exchange of raw sensor
data (image frames) to high-level Bayesian fusion of each
sensor device’s outputs.
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• Image Sharing: While raw image frames and/or multiple
intermediate layer feature maps can be exchanged and
provided as additional input channels to object detector
DNNs [16, 7], such an approach is limiting as it (a) requires
extremely high inter-peer network bandwidth (transferring
30fps HD video frames requires O(10 Mbps) bandwidth),
and (b) involves training of custom, non-standard multi-
view DNNs and assumes that each peer executes an identical
DNN model (DNN homogeneity).

• Late (Output) Fusion: Approaches such as [37] perform
‘late fusion’, collaboratively modifying the final NMS step.
However, as we shall demonstrate, such approaches offer
only modest performance improvements, as they are unable
to address the fmap and predictor layer errors described
previously.

Based on these observations, CoMAI adopts an alternative, in-
termediate approach of executing collaboration via performing
‘fusion’ at the intermediate/hidden layers of DNN models.

A. Design Goals

No custom re-training of the detector DNN: Any ap-
proach that involves deployment-specific DNN re-training,
or custom architectures requires manual annotations across
multiple views, and typically, a fixed set of collaborating peers.
CoMAI is thus designed for adaptive runtime execution that
does not alter the internal structure of a single-view DNN,
but only accesses and edits intermediate outputs to enable
collaboration.
Minimal network & computational overhead: To support
the bandwidth-constrained field deployments described in Sec-
tion II, ComAI’s collaboration paradigm should be bandwidth-
parsimonious and incur minimal additional latency.
P2P paradigm: ComAI’s should support in-situ DNN exe-
cution by each sensor node independently, without assuming
any computation offloading to an edge/cloud device; accord-
ingly, CoMAI should provide performance gains even for
low complexity DNNs. Under this paradigm, different sensor
nodes may be executing different tasks (such as person re-
identification, people counting and spotlight query [20, 21])
with object detection being common task primitive.
DNN heterogeneity: ComAI’s model of runtime DNN modifi-
cation should also be model-agnostic and support cross-model
collaboration–i.e., for widespread use, CoMAI should be able
to support interoperability between heterogeneous DNNs (such
as SSD and Yolo V3) being executed by different sensor nodes.
B. System Architecture

Figure 7 provides a component-level overview of the pro-
posed CoMAI framework. For ease of exposition, we shall
describe the CoMAI components via reference to a Reference
a Collaborating node pair, although in practice CoMAI nodes
will assume both personas simultaneously, both sending scene
summaries (such as fmaps) to other cameras and also con-
suming such digests (sent by other peers) to enhance their
own DNN inference pipeline.

We assume that each peer node has processing capabilities
on-board (e.g., CPU or a mobile Vision Processing Unit

Fig. 7: Proposed CoMAI Architecture

(VPU)). The peer nodes directly exchange digests to/from cho-
sen peers. The Collaborator node’s Feature Selector learns cor-
respondences between its intermediate layer feature maps and
the final inferences to empirically identify feature maps that
best provide useful class-specific information. The Shallow
Learner predicts scene summaries (e.g., class probabilities),
and initiates parallel streaming to peers while inferencing.

To facilitate the collaboration process, each node’s Neighbor
Registry contains look-up information on local addresses of
collaborating peers, while the Spatial Mapper contains the
information needed to translate inferences from a collaborating
peer’s spatial coordinates to the reference node’s coordinate
space. In this paper, we focus primarily on establishing the
mechanisms of such collaborative feature sharing, via detailed
studies of the Feature Selector, Shallow Learner and Adaptive
DNN Execution components. Accordingly, we assume that
the contents of the Neighbor Registry and Spatial Mapper
have been populated a priori, by out-of-band, well-established
techniques. However, while evaluating ComAI’s performance,
we shall incorporate the inevitable errors that arise from
practical execution of such out-of-band mechanisms (e.g.,
during spatial mapping).

V. LIGHTWEIGHT COLLABORATIVE INTELLIGENCE

We now introduce our three-stage lightweight methodology
for perspective sharing between collaborating nodes for en-
hanced person detection. We first identify a set of output acti-
vation values (fmaps) from early convolutional layers (shown
in Section III-B to provide reliable hints of the objects present
in the scene); these features are then used to train a shallow
classifier that predicts the target class probability for each
anchor box at the final decision layers. Finally, these predicted
class probabilities serve as collaboration summaries that are
transferred to the reference DNN, which uses them to improve
its own inference. We argue that the proposed approach, of
early-stage prediction of class probabilities, provides two key
advantages over other alternatives: (1) sharing class prob-
abilities as summaries incurs far less bandwidth overhead
compared to sharing raw images or full frame feature maps, (2)
such predictive sharing parallelizes the network transfer from
the collaborating node with the receiving node’s execution
of its DNN’s later stages, thereby potentially eliminating the
“blocking delay” (see Section VI-C).
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Fig. 8: Feature Map Selection Process. Fig. 9: Shallow Learning Process.
Fig. 10: Convergence in
the set of chosen fmaps
with increasing number
of frames.

A. Lightweight Perspective Summarization

We first devise a simple mechanism to systematically
identify, for the given object class, a small set of convo-
lutional layer filters (feature maps (fmaps, for short) from
multiple DNN layers that have high correlation with the
presence/absence of objects at the final output layer of the
DNN. We note that, in general, (a) each convolutional layer of
the DNN consists of multiple filters, each of which generate a
two-dimensional fmap of activation values (e.g., VGG-SDD’s
first convolutional layer has 64 filters each of size 300X300),
and (b) deeper convolutional layers have a larger number of
low-resolution filters–i.e., filters with higher perceptive field,
so as to detect the presence of larger objects.

1) Stage 1: Fmap Selection: First, during a training phase,
we mine through the fmaps from all layers to determine
the most discriminative filters that are most indicative of the
presence of the target object class (i.e., “person” in the current
work). As illustrated in Figure 8, this includes the following
steps:
1) Inference: Each frame f is passed through the detector

DNN to produce each intermediate fmap, Ff,i,j , at each
layer i, and filter j, and finally, the inference, If (i.e., a
series of bounding boxes).

2) Binary Mask Generation: For each frame f , we binarize
the activation values of each fmap Ff,i,j as follows: acti-
vation values greater than the qth percentile are marked as
“1”, with the remainder marked as “0”. The fmaps are then
re-scaled and interpolated to match the dimensions of If .
If is also binarized where the regions within the bounding
boxes are filled with “1” and ”0” elsewhere.

3) Similarity Score-based Fmap Selection: For each such
binary fmap, Bf,i,j , we compute the similarity score,
Sf,i,j as the Intersection-over-Union (IoU) between the two
binary masks Bf,i,j and If . Finally, for each layer (i), we
pick the top-k fmaps (F̂i) with the highest average (over
N frames) similarity score as the “chosen fmaps”.

Figure 10 plots the similarity in the set of top − k fmaps
chosen (as a Jaccard index, on the y− axis) as a function
of the number of training frames, N ; we see that the set
of selected fmaps converges rapidly, in as few as 70 frames
with q = 80, set experimentally. We reiterate that fmaps
extraction process (a) does not require human annotation
as the correspondence is established based on the inferred
detections (with imperfect accuracy), (b) converges fast and

(c) is deployment–independent: in Section VI-A, we shall
show that the same filters work well for both PETS and
WILDTRACK datasets.

2) Stage 2: Shallow Classification: In this stage, as illus-
trated in Figure 9, we train a shallow ML-based classifier
that uses this set of top-k chosen fmaps (F̂i) from the
early convolutional layers to predict class-specific probabilities
(comparable to the DNN’s predictor layer outputs). Given an
image frame (f ) and an anchor box space (A), the classifier
predicts the target-class probability, for each box a ∈ A, by
using the following features:
1) Features based on fmaps: After executing layer i of the

DNN, we consider the concatenation of feature summaries
from all layers from 0 to i. For each instance a, we compute
a histogram of activation values of length h falling within
a as FHi,a,k where k is one of the top-k maps in F̂i.
The final set of inputs is a concatenation of FHi,a,k over
i ∈ (0, ..., i) and all k, of length h ∗ i ∗ k.

2) Anchor-box Features: Additionally, we also consider
the following parameters pertaining to each box a: La -
the normalized (x, y) image coordinate around which the
anchor box is centred, Sa - the anchor box’s scale, and Ra

- its aspect ratio.
The shallow model performs a binary classification task,

predicting whether the corresponding anchor box a will have
an object instance after the DNN is fully executed. For
training, for a given frame, an anchor box a overlaps (with
IoU ≥ IoUmin) any person object found in the ground-truth,
then a person object is considered to be present (labelled ‘1’,
and ‘0’ otherwise). As empirical results show that selecting
just the top fmap for any layer (k = 1) suffices, we use
q = 80, k = 1, h = 10 for our CoMAI implementation. We fix
anchor box space A to be the same as the default boxes of
the VGG-SSD model for simplicity. In Section VI, we show
that this shallow classification is highly accurate (with AUC
≥ 0.98) and generalizes across different object detector DNN
models and deployments.

B. Modified DNN Inference

We now describe how the receiving (reference) node CoMAI
uses perspective summaries shared by collaborating peers to
bias the confidence values computed by its own DNN, and
thereby improve inference accuracy. We assume that a spatial
mapping function or matrix (SM(C,i,R)) exists to translate
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between the pixel coordinates of a reference camera R and its
ith collaborator. We also note that this biasing process occurs
at runtime and does not require any retraining or structural
modification of the DNN model.
1) The reference camera executes its DNN inference pipeline

until the layer preceding the classification layer (typically, a
soft max layer). At this point, the DNN has computed class
probabilities for each trained class and the background
class, for each pre-configured anchor box (CVR).

2) In parallel, the reference camera also receives the confi-
dence values CV(C,i) for each collaborator i for regions
that mutually overlap (suitably re-mapped spatially as
CS(R,i) ← Transform(CV(C,i), SM(C, i,R)). Driven
by our earlier observation of higher confidence values
associated with larger anchor boxes, we selectively transfer
only values from a collaborator’s larger anchor boxes with
high confidence to the reference camera’s smaller anchor
boxes (where the reference camera is more prone to errors)

3) Then, for each anchor box, if the cumulative confidence
values of the reference and collaborating peer(s), CVR,p+∑

i CSi,p is above a class-specific threshold (t(p)), we bias
the class-specific confidence values for the p class by re-
placing the DNN’s confidence values with this cumulative
value.

4) The reference DNN then continues to execute as normal,
forwarding these partially manipulated predictor-layer con-
fidence values to the subsequent (soft max) layer for object
classification.

The choice of tp depends on the detector DNN. For instance,
for VGG-SDD, we empirically set t(p) = 0.3, which improves
overall recall while maintaining precision comparable to that
of the non-collaborative-SSD baseline (see Section VI-B).

VI. EVALUATION

We present a systematic evaluation of ComAI, starting
with evaluations of the individual components of perspective
summarization (Section VI-A) and modified DNN inference
(Section VI-B), followed by an system-level evaluation of a
prototype ComAIimplementation (Section VI-C).

A. Result: Lightweight Perspective Summarization

We report on the accuracy of the shallow ML-based binary
classification task, which predicts the likelihood of a person
object being present (labelled as the positive class) of each
frame, over the discretized anchor box space.

Binary Classification: Each (frame, anchorbox) instance
that shares an overlap of at least ioumin (empirically set
to 0.35) with any person bounding box in the ground-truth
annotations are labelled as “1” (and “0” otherwise). We learn
a Gradient Boosting Machine using 80% of the total samples
(i.e., each sample referring to an instance of an anchor box
in a frame, Ntotal = 2, 951, 078) for training, 10% of the
samples for validation and report results using the held-out,
10% of the samples. As instances with a “person” object is
the minority class, we sub-sample to create a balanced dataset
(Nbalanced = 24372). For each instance, we construct a set of

features based on both the feature histograms (corresponding
to the top-k fmaps (see Section V-A1) and the characteristics
of the anchor boxes. We report the precision, recall and
AUC of classifying whether a specific anchor box in a frame
contains a person object, or not, for the V S (VGG16-SSD)
detector on the PETS dataset, and then provide summarized
evaluations from extending the technique to multiple detectors
(MN (MobileNet-SSD), YV2 (Yolo V2), YV3 (Yolo V3), and
YV4 (Yolo V4)) as well as the WILDTRACK dataset.

Feature Set Vs. Accuracy: In Figure 11a, we report
the average precision, recall and AUC, for different feature
combinations – (a)H− histograms only, (b) HL− H + anchor
box location, (c) HLS− H + L + scale/size box, and (d)
HLSA− all features. Based on a single histogram derived
from the top-1 fmap from the very first convolutional layer of
V S, we see that HLSA achieves precision, recall and AUC
(≈ 99%) all above 95%.

DNN Depth vs. Accuracy: Next, we investigate whether
fmap-based features from deeper layers leads to better accu-
racy. The feature set for a depth of d consists of concatenated
feature histograms (again, k = 1 fmap from each DNN layer)
from all layers {1, 2, . . . , d}. Figure 11b plots accuracy vs.
d. While accuracy improves, as expected, as we utilize fmaps
from deeper layers (94% for d = 1 vs. 96% for d = 2), the
accuracy improvement effectively saturates beyond d = 4.

Training Frames Required vs. Accuracy: In Figure 11c,
we vary the number of frames used to train the shallow
classifier. If the first m frames (ordered by time) are used
for training, we use the remaining Nbalanced −m frames for
validation and testing. Note the classification accuracy remains
fairly stable, with AUC ≥ 90% even with only 30 training
frames being used for training, demonstrating that the shallow
classifier requires negligible training effort.

Generalizing the Results: In Figure 11d, we plot the
average accuracy over all views in the PETS dataset (with
d = 1 and HLSA features) for other alternative detector
DNN models. While the specific fmap chosen depends on the
DNN model, we observe that the prediction accuracy remains
consistently high (AUC ≥ 0.98 in all cases). Furthermore,
in Figure 12, we report the accuracy on the WILDTRACK
dataset for the different DNN models (AUC ≥ 0.98 in all
cases). These results demonstrate that our approach is model
and deployment agnostic.

In the following section, we use the predicted class prob-
abilities from collaborating nodes (on the test sets) to bias
predictor layer confidence values of reference cameras, in
CoMAI and its variants.

B. Results: Modified DNN Inference

In this subsection, we quantify the improvement in infer-
ence accuracy ComAIachieves (by using the predicted class
probabilities to bias the predictor-layer confidence values),
comparing it to other early and late fusion alternatives.

Performance Metrics We report the precision, recall and
F-score of the person detection task for each view in the
datasets (as the “reference” camera) with all or a subset
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(a) Feature Combinations. (b) Depths of the DNN. (c) No. of frames used. (d) Average over all views for
different DNNs

Fig. 11: Accuracy of Shallow Classification under different settings on the PETS2009 dataset.

of the other cameras serving as “collaborators”. We choose
a class confidence threshold of 0.5 and an NMS threshold
of 0.75 and 0.95 for the PETS (sparsely populated scenes)
and WILDTRACK (more densely populated scenes) datasets,
respectively.

Baselines and Variants: We compare CoMAI with the
following collaborative and non-collaborative baselines based
on the VGG16-SSD detector.
1) Standalone: This represents the non-collaborative, off-the-

shelf DNNs (i.e., trained on monocular view datasets such
as PASCAL/VOC1).

2) CIMG: This model represents collaborative configurations
where cameras exchange the raw images. Note that this
approach does not change the underlying structure of the
DNN model, but changes its input (a concatenation of the
reference and perspective-transformed collaborator image
channels) and thus requires retraining.

3) CSSD [37]: In this alternative, a collaborator camera first
executes its entire DNN inference pipeline, and shares
its detection result (as a binary mask) with the reference
camera that then executes a custom-trained, multi-channel
SSD model. As the reference camera waits for input from
others before executing its own inference pipeline, this
model introduces the most delay.

4) CNMS [37]: In this ‘late fusion’ approach, collaborating
nodes exchange their detection results (similar to CSSD),
but the reference DNN fuses the output bounding boxes
(i.e., the results post-classification and NMS steps).

5) ComAI −DEEP : A variant of CoMAI where the actual
(as opposed to predicted) confidence values, obtained from
executing inference till the deeper predictor layers are
shared. As perspective sharing can be performed only after
these deeper layers have been executed, this approach
(similar to CNMS) is unable to parallelize the network
transmission of summaries with the execution of later DNN
stages.

6) ComAI−SURROGATE: A variant of ComAI, designed
to support scenarios such as Figure 2(b), where the col-
laborator node exists merely to assist a reference node.
The collaborator thus only executes its DNN partially,

1http://host.robots.ox.ac.uk/pascal/VOC/

till the depth needed to extract shallow features, predict
class probabilities and transfer the summaries to a reference
node.

Single Collaborator: In Table I, we first report the preci-
sion, recall and F-score for every pair of views (in PETS) with
ComAI-DEEP (the model that offers the highest improvement
in accuracy, as we shall see in Section VI-C) implemented for
the VGG16-SSD (V S) pipeline. We observe that a significant
gain accuracy, within the overlapping regions, with even a
single collaborator. For instance, with chosen collaborators
(highlighted in green), each reference DNN’s recall improves
by 10-28%. Note that the improvement in accuracy does
not monotonically increase with an increase in the degree of
spatial overlap, but also depends on other spatial properties–
e.g., while camera view 5 has an ≈80% overlap with camera
view 6, the resulting improvement is minimal, very likely due
to the high similarity (and resulting low information gain)
between the two perspectives.

Multiple Collaborators: Figure 1 (in Section I) sum-
marizes our findings on average accuracy (across all views)
achieved by ComAIvs. other baselines and alternatives on
the PETS dataset. ComAI-DEEP achieves the highest gain in
F−score (over 12%, due to ≥ 20% improvement in recall
over the non-collaborative standalone detector). Both CoMAI
-DEEP and CoMAI achieve at least ≥ 5% improvement in
F−score over the end-to-end re-trained CIMG model; more
importantly, with such collaboration, even a shallow SSD
model achieves accuracy comparable to significantly more
complex, deeper models such as YoloV3 & YoloV4.

Furthermore, we evaluated CoMAI with shallow class
probabilities shared by heterogeneous detector DNNs (i.e.,
MN, YV2, YV3 and YV4) and achieved comparable gains
(F−scores of 87.40%, 87.40%, 87.42%, and 87.49%, respec-
tively). On the WILDTRACK dataset (which contains many
small, distant human objects), we observe even more signifi-
cant accuracy gains: while the non-collaborative standalone
baseline achieves F−scores of 12-37%, CoMAI achieves F -
scores of 21-57% due to a doubling of the recall values (from
≈20→≈40%) achieved by the confidence biasing approach.

While we omit more detailed analyses due to space con-
straints, our findings establish that collaborative DNN in-
ference, with only runtime modifications to the execution
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Processing step Latency
(ms) Complexity Memory

(MB) Power (mW)

(1) DNNinput,output 486.371 26,285,486 2674 4803
(2) Shallow classification 3 150+42 4500 349 1701
(3) Confidence Biasing 38.847 111 356
(4) DNNoutput,end 11.965 114 416
(5) Communication (Always-On) 16.93 210 1884

standalone (1 + 4) 498.33 26,285,486 2788 5219
ComAI-DEEP (1 + 3 + 4 + 5) 571 26,285,486 3442 7459
CoMAI (max(1, 2 + 5) + 3 + 4) 536.80 26,289,986 3442 9160
ComAI-SURROGATE 209 6292
CIMG 3.95secs 26,285,486 2788 8188

TABLE II: CoMAI System Performance vs. baselines.

pipeline, can generate significant accuracy gains.

Fig. 12: Accuracy on the
WILDTRACK dataset

Ref Col standalone ComAI −DEEP
P R F P R F OR

5 6 92.84 75.85 83.49 93 79.78 85.88 83.1
5 7 93.21 75.88 83.66 92.85 81.1 86.58 72.9
5 8 93.21 75.88 83.66 93.18 85.28 89.05 61.9
6 5 93 58.09 71.52 93.39 82.48 87.59 77.1
6 7 93.33 58.33 71.79 94.03 70.65 80.68 61.2
6 8 92.8 59.06 72.18 93.24 87.28 90.16 71.9
7 5 94.83 67.07 78.57 92.59 84.38 88.29 60.9
7 6 94.83 67.01 78.53 92.03 81.32 86.35 55.1
7 8 94.83 67.01 78.53 92.7 76.29 83.7 56.8
8 5 93.66 66.26 77.61 93.37 70.41 80.28 40.5
8 6 93.66 66.26 77.61 93.01 76.33 83.85 50.7
8 7 93.71 66.26 77.63 93.07 74.07 82.49 44.4

TABLE I: Accuracy Gain with
single collaborating pairs. (P-
Precision, R-Recall, F-Fscore,
OR-Overlap%)

C. System Performance: Putting it All Together

In this section, we report on the system performance of
CoMAI against the baselines.

1) System Implementation: : We implemented and de-
ployed CoMAI on a 4-camera network, which provides a trace-
driven emulation of the benchmark datasets. Each camera node
is a Raspberry Pi Camera (v2 module with 8 MP resolution,
horizontal and vertical FoV of 62.2◦and 48.8◦ respectively)
connected to a Nvidia Jetson Nano board2 equipped a 128-
core Maxwell GPU. a Quad-core ARM A57 CPU and 4 GB
system memory. The nodes communicate over a private WiFi
network using the MQTT protocol.

2) Latency and Model Complexity: In Table II, we provide
a breakdown of the processing and network latency, and the
memory overhead. A key observation here is that the additional
latency/complexity of CoMAI is only marginal compared to
the accuracy gain that it is able to achieve – i.e., CoMAI
only requires ≈ 17% increase in the total latency (compared
to the standalone model) and is lighter than all other col-
laborative baselines. Similarly, the overall model complexity
only increases by a marginal 0.017% (with the shallow learner
requiring an additional 3 × (|f | = 15) × (ntrees = 100)
parameters), where |f | denotes the number of features and
ntrees is the number of trees used in the shallow Random
Forest classifer.

3) Power Consumption and Memory Utilization: Table II
further captures the power and memory consumption of
the different stages of CoMAI in comparison to the base-
lines. While the power consumption increases (compared to
standalone) due to the network transmission overhead, we

2https://developer.nvidia.com/embedded/jetson-nano-developer-kit
3lightgbm python implementation was used for Shallow classification.

note that this is true for any collaborative model. However,
we point out that this is a pessimistic estimate as the network
interface was kept active over the entire DNN execution
duration; dynamically turning the WiFi interface ON/OFF
should substantially reduce the network power overhead.

4) Communication Overhead: In the CoMAI -DEEP mode,
both the reference and collaborator cameras run the DNN
execution till their output layer, and then initiate the exchange
of confidence values. We define the time taken for this transfer,
over the network, as the blocking delay, as the DNNs are
blocked from further execution until the collaborator sum-
maries arrive. The blocking delay of CIMG, however, is more
pronounced as the DNN execution halts until the reference
camera receives the raw image, respectively.

The communication overhead, from i to j,
comoverhead(i, j) = s × |SM(i,j)|

b × nclasses × f where s
is the size of the output (of confidence values), b is the total
number of anchor boxes (|A| =8732 in our case), |SM(i,j)| is
the number of boxes for which there is overlap (or, a mapping
exists), and nclasses is the proportion of class confidences per
box to be sent (i.e., 1 out of 21 classes as we consider only
the ‘person’ class). f refers to a quantization level factor.
If the confidence probability values are rounded up to 2
(corresponding to a f factor of 0.334), the average overhead
across all views, per frame = 717× 784

8732×
1
21×0.334 = 1.024

KB which translates to a network latency of ≈ 16.93 msec
with three collaborators. On the contrary, the CIMG baseline
requires raw images to be sent over the network: scaled at
the DNN’s input resolution of 300X300, each frame incurs a
bandwidth overhead of ≈300 KB (without compression) and
a dramatically higher transfer latency of ≈3.95secs.

In the CoMAI mode (with d = 1), the total time taken
to generate and transfer the probabilities is the combination
of (time taken to execute layer 1, time taken for shallow
classification and the delay value from above), averaging 150+
42+16 = 209 msec, with three collaborators. Note, however,
that the reference camera’s DNN execution latency is higher
than this transfer latency, thereby effectively eliminating any
blocking delay. Moreover, as the number of collaborator nodes
grows (e.g., for a denser sensor deployment) and the network
transfer latency increases, the latency gap between ComAIand
CoMAI -DEEP (which is unable to parallelize network transfer
and DNN execution) will grow larger.

5) CoMAI−DEEP Vs. CoMAI−SURROGATE: In
scenarios involving surrogate nodes, approaches such as Co-
MAI -DEEP and CSSD are wasteful as the collaborator DNNs
must be fully executed before the collaboration summaries are
generated for sharing. In contrast, the computational complex-
ity of CoMAI − SURROGATE is minimal as the nodes
only need to run the early layers (e.g., compute only 6292
parameters= 1792 (for running the DNN till depth d = 1)+
4500 (shallow classifier)), thereby significantly reducing the
energy overheads for surrogate sensor nodes.
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VII. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Handling Spatial Transformation Errors: The performance
results presented here assume the existence of accurate spatial
transformations between views (available via calibrated cam-
eras). As a first step toward learning such mappings without
calibration, we devised a regression based approach, where
bounding box parameters ({x-mid,y-mid, height, width}) are
trained for each camera pair using labels generated by object
ReID techniques on the underlying training data. While accu-
rate (adjusted R2 ≥ 0.96) for most camera pairs, the approach
performs poorly in certain cases (e.g., height estimates with
R2 = 0.73). To accommodate such errors when high-fidelity
spatial transformations may not be possible, CoMAI may be
modified such that peer confidence values are diffused across
proximate anchor boxes (instead of a strictly 1-to-1 mapping).
Autonomous Operation of ComAI: Currently, ComAI’s scene
summarization technique is trained using ground truth ob-
ject labels (for the ‘person’ class). This, however, implicitly
requires human annotation, which hinders the extensibility
across diverse object classes and deployments. We believe
that the confidence biasing models can, however, be trained
autonomously, on ‘pseudo ground truth’, based on consensus
from high-confidence detections across more than one camera.
Quality and Network-Aware Execution: Our current exper-
imental studies utilize (collaborator, reference) camera pairs
defined a priori. As seen in Table I, the collaboration gains
are deployment and camera-pair specific. In actual bandwidth-
constrained operational scenarios (especially when some nodes
operate purely as surrogates), individual nodes may need to (i)
characterise collaboration gains (“utility”) in terms of camera
deployment characteristics (e.g., percentage overlap, perspec-
tive dissimilarity) and (ii) subsequently peer with a prioritised
subset of available nodes, which offer the highest collaboration
gain while meeting bandwidth budget constraints.

VIII. RELATED WORK

The topic of sensing and inference at the edge for real-
time applications has received attention in recent times–
e.g., optimizations of individual DNNs (compression [41],
caching [19, 39, 30], model porting [13]), intelligent offload-
ing to the edge [24, 42, 36], and orchestrating concurrent
DNNs[22, 32, 23, 44]). Here, we discuss a subset of per-
tinent works along the following sub-domains. Multi-View
Vision DNNs: Since recently, the availability of multi-view
pedestrian datasets from the computer vision community has
spurred interest in applications that can leverage multiple
views such as object detection [16, 7, 3, 12]. Most recently,
the MVDet model [16], extracts feature maps using CNNs
from multiple views and transforms the entire maps into a
common ground-plane which are then aggregated to create
pedestrian occupancy maps. Chandravora et al. [7] start off
with a pretrained, single-view model over which they architect
layers to ingest multiple views, and then train a multi-layer
perceptron to generate a pedestrian occupancy map (similar
to Hou et al. [16]). While all these works exploit multiple

views for improved pedestrian detection, (1) they require end-
to-end training of specialized DNNs with fixed collabora-
tors, (2) are not designed to minimize bandwidth/processing
requirements, and (3) generate occupancy maps (which is
a different task than object detection). In contrast, in our
work we focus on enabling collaborative intelligence through
lightweight outfitting of off-the-shelf object detectors. Dis-
tributed/Federated Learning: Several recent works in this
domain have explored sharing local features or locally trained
models to create unified models that are more effective, with
particular emphasis on efficiency at the edge [17, 15]. We
differ from these works in that our key goal is in adapting
pre-trained models to enable collaborative intelligence in a
light-weight manner. While we rely on collaborative input for
each frame at runtime currently, learning, over time, to tune
such models based on such knowledge is an important avenue
for future work. Collaborative Intelligence: Several recent
works have explored optimization techniques for a groups
of networked sensors to achieve efficient querying [18, 22].
Recent works [31, 25, 20, 2] have also explored the idea of
selective activation of nodes in a group of collaborating sensors
– e.g., Qiu et al.[31] describe a vehicle tracking scenario
where mobile nodes in a hybrid (mobile/infrastructure) camera
network are activated selectively, only to resolve ambiguities.
Jain et al. [20] provide preliminary examples of the possibility
of using inputs from peer, overlapping cameras to utilize such
spatiotemporal correlations to optimize the video analytics
pipeline. The idea of collaboration among AIoT devices at
the edge, and its attendant challenges, has also been mooted
more generally recently in [2, 1, 28]. Most similar to our
work, while Hannaneh et al. [4, 29] provide some preliminary
ideas on using collaboration across camera nodes to improve
the inference accuracy, we are the first to develop concrete
mechanisms for low-overhead collaboration and evaluate their
performance extensively over multiple datasets.

IX. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have demonstrated the feasibility and benefits of ComAI,
a collaborative approach for DNN-based vision inferencing
that utilizes features from a peer DNN to provide signifi-
cant accuracy improvements for cheaper “IoT-friendly” DNN
models. ComAI’s key innovation is the use of hidden-layer
features, such as the feature maps of early convolutional
layers, to predict and improve the confidence of detected object
classes by a different DNN through purely runtime adaptation.
Experimental results show that ComAI-based collaboration is
model agnostic and can achieve 20-50% increase in object
recall; consequently, a simple SSD object detector DNN can
achieve performance similar to the complex YoLov3 model.
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